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Vice President’s Message

Finally, with the poor weather and tough working conditions we have experienced a rash of damage 

and incidents.  I want to emphasize to everyone and stress that no matter what, we need to take the 

time and do our jobs and follow process's we have provided for you.  Walk arounds, ensuring you 

know your surroundings, checking that it is safe to perform the job or task you are about to perform 

before you proceed.  Please be sure to put the effort into ensuring we reduce these unnecessary 

incidents. Be sure to WORK SAFE and continue to work together to make sure we all get home safe 

and without unnecessary damage to the assets.

Vice President, Broda Group LP

We currently have two very good opportunities we are closing in on that could result in work for the 

crews through to Christmas and then winter work.  I feel very optimistic that we will succeed on these 

and hopefully it will make up for the tough summer.

all is here already and with it, football season.  My favourite time of year!  Both Max (my son) and FI celebrate birthdays at the end of October and loved football and this time of year.  Not sure 

where summer went as we really didn't have one with it being so very cool. A number of the jobs 

had been battling the rain or major breakdowns and stoppages on the ballast side.  With that, tough 

working conditions buggered up shifts, and erratic payroll timecards.  In saying that, I want to thank 

you all for staying with us and persevering as best as you could.  We understand that when this 

happens, it's tough on all of us.  As this being the start of September, I continue to be optimistic and 

really hope we have a great fall and a strong, consistent push on all jobs to catch up and make up for 

the time lost.  Additionally, signs are if we get a change in government in Ottawa to one that supports 

the West, our industry could look forward to better times.

Again, thanks and keep up the good work!

All the best,

Russell Clunie Jr.

President’s Message
ummer has already come and gone – and the hot summer days were few and far between. We 

Shave seen some rainy weather over the summer months and it has impacted some of our 

projects more than others. We continue to push through the wet weather and make progress on 

all the projects. We have been pursuing several opportunities and there are a few more good looking 

opportunities coming in the near future as well.

 

President, Broda Group LP

Thank you for everyone's hard work and effort over the 2019 season. We look forward to a good fall 

and hope the weather cooperates to have a strong finish to the work season.

 

Gord Broda

As we move into the fall season – we need everyone to be conscious of our work environment and 

keep safety at the forefront of our daily activities.

 

Please work safe. 



3rd Quarter Project Updates

HWY 40 Grande Prairie
Firstly, thank you to everyone for not abandoning ship when it felt like it was sinking – literally! We've had over 4 times the 
seasonal average for rainfall over the past few months and it's easy to let that put a damper on things. Most importantly 
though, is that we made it this far despite the rain and for the work we do have completed, it looks good. We have 9km 
close to turnover stage and still plan to complete another passing lane or two this season if the temperatures hold. With 
that being said, we ask that everyone rise up above the damper the rain has put on us, and work safe, work smart, and work 
efficiently to knock the remainder of the season out of the park!
CN Intermodal
The intermodal team finished up all subgrade and sub-ballast work for CN in time for the rail contractor to begin rail. Like 
most places this year, this team battled against weather and battled with track time. Overall, CN is very happy with our work 
and continues to add scope to our contract there. We hope for future projects with CN as they arise and look forward to 
bringing this year's CN team back together. We really appreciate everything that everyone did this year to step up to the 
plate and get the job done despite the weather and track frustrations. On a side note, we had a long-term employee fall ill 
this past few months, and while we won't name names, we hope that you get well soon and we are thinking of you, chum!
Western Potash
Western Potash finished at the end of August, project started as a few month project to almost 10 months of work.  During 
the time we were awarded another 2 portion of the works and went to work with the civil contractor on site as well.  The 
project was well ran and proved a great opportunity for the Broda group.  In the closeout meeting with the owner there 
were discussions of the next phase and more works for our group.  These discussions come because of the work relations 
we built with the owner as well as our completions and timing of the works
McLean Lake TMF 
Mclean Lake is nearing its completion of contract and should finish on target in October.  Operations, both pugging and 
placement have gone really well.  Production and volumes both have gone up from original contract in the range of 10-15% 
and we have maintained our schedule.  The north is a challenging environment but the crew has been great and in the end 
the success of this year should lead us into opportunities in the future, there is a stage 4 and construction of earth yet to be 
completed in the TMF.   

KAM CRETE
Here we are again, into fall with winter just around the corner. Where has the year gone?? We are still quite steady, 
supplying concrete for some big bin floors (as the weather has not been favourable for quite some time now), crushing and 
hauling material for the R.M.'s along with new project sites, hauling material into the yard to replenish our inventory as it 
was getting very depleted and our concrete crew is forming, pouring and placing concrete for various concrete jobs. We're 
trying to complete as many of our fall projects as possible.
McAbee Quarry
The crushing operations at the McAbee Quarry have resumed for another season, after completing the crusher/site set up 
earlier this summer, the site crew will produce rail ballast material for CN Rail at this location for the remainder of the 2019 
season. A CN Rail Management team just recently visited the McAbee Quarry site to perform a site inspection and audit the 
site safety policies and procedures. After reviewing the site safety procedures and training records the group then 
completed a site tour, the CN Management team was satisfied with the all of the site documentation, they were pleased 
with the site housekeeping they observed. Thank you to all of the crew members for your assistance with the safe day to day 
operations, your continued commitment to working safely is appreciated. It is with great sadness we bid farwell to one of 
the McAbee Quarry team members, on September 4th, 2019 Jonathon Anderson passed away after a short battle with 
cancer at the age of 20. Jonathon had been with the McAbee Quarry team since the fall of 2018, on behalf of the Broda 
Group LP management team our condolences to Jonathon's family, friends and the McAbee crew members on your loss – 
Sheldon and the crew will miss Jonathon.
Swansea Quarry
After successful start-up earlier this season the crushing operations were off to a great start, the daily production was 
excellent and everything was running well until the site experienced a jaw crusher main bearing failure on July 30, 2019. The 
following day the crew worked to disassemble the jaw and shipped the pitman/moveable jaw into the Cranbrook B.C. 
machine shop for an extensive overhaul. The repairs to the pitman took 5 weeks. On September 11, 2019 the rebuilt pitman 
was returned to the Swansea Quarry site, the site crew has successfully reinstalled the part, the site is back up and running. 
Thank you to all of the Swansea Quarry team members for your assistance with getting the site back up and running. The 
current operational plan is to resume crushing operations on site and run until the end of the season. On August 28th 
Natural Resources Canada (explosive branch) visited the site for an inspection of the site paperwork/procedures and 
supporting equipment. With only a few minor issues the inspector issued the following comment on his site inspection 
report ”In general I found it to be one of the best sites I have seen” Thank you to all crew members for your assistance with 
the site housekeeping, your continuous efforts are reflected in our external partners site audits.
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Project Profile

Rimrock Feeders

Broda started construction in June 

with a crew of about 18 and put 

forth our operations full bore until 

September 12.  During construction 

we PSG 600,000m2 of earth and 

moved approximately 400,000m3 

which created enough ground to 

stay well ahead of the crushed 

concrete contractor and the 

underground.

imrock Feeders, formerly RWestern Feedlots, aka High 

River feedlot is a feedlot that 

will hold 35,000 head of cattle and 

employ approximately 40 year 

round. Broda had been awarded the 

earth construction to regrade the 

former site and upgrade earth for 

placement of compacted concrete 

and guardrails.
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There is opportunity for completion 

of the feedlot in spring and with the 

year we had this year if the work is 

going to go we will be the ones 

doing it.

Everyone involved in the feedlot 

contributed to its success and the 

follow up for the work next year.



uarter three of 2019 held our internal Certificate of QRecognition (COR) audits for both Saskatchewan and 

Alberta. In the process, we visited 7 locations, 

conducted 50 interviews and reviewed multiple documents 

identifying the strengths and weaknesses of our HSE 

Program. While there were far more strengths than 

weaknesses, the auditing tool is designed to seek out ways in 

which we can improve and accommodate corporate, 

legislative and client requirements. I'd like to thank everyone 

involved, as well as their efforts, assistance and hospitality 

during the auditing process. A special thanks to Kelly Erickson 

(Western Potash), Tara Hunter (Kam-Crete), Cody Hobbs 

(Orano), Lance Horne (Orano), Dan Carrier (P.A. Shop), Chad 

Byrne (Wainwright), Taylor Blunt (High River) and Dezmin 

Mann (Grande Prairie) for their patience while lining up 

interviews and locating supporting documents.

After auditing various elements of the HSE program, the most 

identifiable weakness in both provinces was the 

communication of records and statistics. While toolbox and 

weekly safety meetings serve as a great platform for these 

discussions, records and statistics are tracked and maintained 

at head office to identify positive and negative trends. Trends 

like our overall incident frequency being above average while 

injuries are being reduced; equipment damage increasing 

while property damage decreasing; and Saskatchewan's COR

The Safety Recognition & Rewards Program was created to 

recognize and reward people and groups of people who meet 

and exceed our standards, increase workplace performance 

and improve overall safety. Ultimately, we feel as though 

earning a reward is motivational and provides a greater sense 

of achievement. At the beginning of the year, we set 

Corporate Milestones that limited the overall number of 

reported and unreported incidents and incident frequencies 

allowed in a calendar year. As of September 6th, we're within 

the programs criteria but also within 3-5 incidents of not 

meeting its objectives. As a group and with one quarter 

remaining, I ask that everyone stop, think and remain diligent 

as I'm confident we're able to meet these milestones and be 

rewarded for our efforts.

HSEQ Manager

score increasing to 92% while Alberta's has decreased to 90%. 

Although these trends constantly change, they provide a 

measurement of our HSE performance. In addition, they also 

affect the Corporate Milestones of the Safety Recognition & 

Rewards Program that replaced Christmas gifts at the 

beginning of 2019.

As always, stay safe and have fun!

Robert Price

Achievements and Challenges of the Worksites

Hats off to all employees who were involved in 
completing the work at Western Potash, the Western 
Potash HSE Manager recently reached out and expressed 
appreciation with the part that Broda Group has played in 
starting off their project. From start to finish, Broda Group 
managed to work with no major incidents or injuries 
which is a huge win for the HSE department and project 
success.  

Great work in finalizing the work at the High River feedlot 
with one minor incident, excellent accomplishment to all 
employees involved in achieving a safe work environment 
for all employees that were involved in the project.

British Columbia Crushers are completing their Mine 
Rescue Training, well done for the dedication and 
planning to all mine rescue teams in keeping up on the 
training requirements. 

Grande Prairie employees, we appreciate the fact that you 
have stuck with this project due to adverse conditions that 
are out of our control. The region hasn't received this 
amount of rain in over 40 years, the record was set in 
1978. When we do get back to work always remember 
take your time-when focussing our attention on just 
getting the task done, we lose focus on what matters 
most—our safety. 

McClean Lake project personal has done a good job in 
meeting all of the mine/project requirements in Safety 
and Production keep up the good job and please focus on 
safety in every task that we do.

Dan Carrier

Senior Safety Advisor

BE SAFE
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I plan and organize the job scope 
for our oilfield construction crews 
and deal directly with client reps 
to make sure their requirements 
are being met.

The Eagle Creek Rehab project in 
Perdue.

All the hard-working people who 
work here.  

1)Tell us what you do day to 
day in your job?

2) What's your favorite part of 
the job?

Taking on a challenging job or 
project and seeing it completed.

3) What are some of the major 
strengths of Broda Group?

The structure and support staff 
and the diversity of all these 
people.

4) Working for Broda what was 
the most unusual or interesting 
job you've ever had?

5) What would you do for a 
career if you were not doing 
this?

8) Favorite meal?
Steak, baked potato and corn on 
the cob.

Doing the same job, hopefully 
spending a little more time with 
my wife. 

10) Where do you see yourself 
in 5 years?

Very similar job for an oilfield 
construction company.

7) What are your interests 
outside of work?
Snowmobiling, working on 
snowmobiles and bikes.

9) Name one thing you can't 
live without.

My wife and kids.

6) What did you do before 
joining Broda?

It would probably be in the 
mining or transportation 
industries.

Broda Energy Services
We are continuing to service our existing clients to meet their needs, as well as continuing to actively pursue 
new avenues to promote our growth in a very volatile energy sector, this has proved difficult as many 
producers in the energy industry have taken a step back due to the weak market. That being said, we are 
currently in discussions with a couple new potential clients. Hopefully the markets will stabilize and things 
will ramp up this fall. The crews that are currently working are doing a good job, everyone keep up the good 
work!

Project Updates Continued:
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